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Monday, May 1, 196'1

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
New Mexico stunned nationally
ranked Arizona State University
here Friday and Saturday by
winning two games in the threecontest series and moving into
second place in the southern division of the Western Athletic Conference baseball race.
The Lobos won handily, 5-2, in
the series opener Friday and then
struggled for three and a half
hours for a 17-13 victory in the
first game of Saturday's windblown twin bill.
ASU Wins Second Game
The Sun Devils jumped on New
Mexico for a 9-2 victory in the
nightcap to keep their hopes alive
for the southern division crown.
Arizona leads the standings with
a 4-2 mark, UNM is second at
3-3, and ASU last with a 2-4
mark.
C:>ach Bo),l Leigh's Lobos meet
Arizona here Friday and Saturday in another three game series
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They Don't Serve Bones on
Rice at The College Inn

PAUL LaPRAIRIE SCORES New Mexico's first of five runs in
Friday's single game against Arizona. State. New Mexico won the
game 5-2 and won twp of the three games in the series. (LOBO
photo by Pawley.)
First baseman Dick Storey added a two-run triple in the same
inning to put the game out of
reach.
Gary Gentry won his ninth
game of the season against one
loss in Saturday's second game.
Bill Posen picked up the win in
the first game.
Four Runs in Fifth
Arizona State needed only a
three-run homerun by Ralph Carpenter in the first inning of the
nightcap to insure the victory.
The powerful Arizonians put the
game completely out of reach in
the fifth with four more runs.
Arizona State coach Bobby Winkles was most impressed with the
New Mexico play and said they
had come a long way in the past
few seasons, making the southern division race a three-way contest for the first time.
The next New Mexico game is
at Highlands University Tuesday, There will be a single game
against Arizona at Tingley Field
Friday and a doubleheader Saturday at the UNM park.

Or mystery pudding. Curly steak. Cherry pit pie.
College lnners eat like royalty. When you sign
into The College Inn, you sign into 3 squares a
day with full seconds on everything.
One mare thing ••• they don't serve tapioca, either.
Besides terrific food, The College Inn has
separate wings far men & women
air conditioning & quiet
private dining rooms
recreational lounges
wall·ta-wall carpeting
quality furnishings
color tv lounges
study rooms

single, double & triple occupancy
large olf·slreet free parking
5·minute walk to campus
laundry facilities
swimming pool
walk·in closets
maid service

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!
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GRADUATING SENIORS
Make arrangements for

your Cap and Gown Rental

NOW
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE IN-PICK THEM UP
AT THE

associated students bookstore

243-2881

Budget Defeated
By Sizoble Group,
Williams Asserts

Board
pens
Application for
Yearbook Post

More · than a "fringe group"
voted against the proposed Associated Students budget in the recent elections, John Williams, one
of the leaders in the fight to defeat the budget, said today.
Williams answered a charge by
Associated Students President
John Thorson that the budget was
not defeated by populllr student
votes but by a fringe group.
"The number of students who
voted again&t the budget would
hardly fall into the category of
a fringe group," said John Williams, one of two UNM students
'who led the fight to defeat the
proposed budget in the spring
elections, in describing his opposition to the budget.
812 Voted "No"
There were 812 votes cast
against the budget and 999 for.
The Student Senate Elections
Committee ruled after the election that not voting was equivalent to voting against the budget. This brought the total from
2456 votes to 1457 against and
999 for the proposed budget, and
the committee ruled that it had
been defeated,
Williams said that he and Tim
Hunter had talked to almost 400
students and that the general
feeling was that students "were
not getting the $24 worth that
they paid in thtlir actiVity fee."

Opposes Su~bsidies
Williams strongly objected to
the allotments given to campus
organizations on the grounds that
an organization should exist on
its· membership dues and not on
a subsidy from student government.
Williams also disapproved of
the $7,000 proposed for an International Center. "Why build an
entirely new addition to the Union for foreign students when the
available space upstairs in the
Activity Center is not being
used?" he said.

•
MARK Wll\IBERLY, UNM sophomore, is shown here working
on an exhibition for the recently opened Sandia Peak Museum.
The museum's displays trace the history of trade and transportation in the Southwest. The museum held its grand opening last
Saturday. Wimberly is an assistant in the new museum.
(LOBO photo by Pawley)

Which twin is out of Schlitz?

On Programs, Says l-larris

Lance (left) is dean's list. Fat lot of good that does
._!lim on sororitl row. He's out of Schlitz. And as every
coed knows, ' when you're out of Schlitz, you're out
of beer."
Lester is dean's list, too (one more C- and out you
go): But while J;..ance grinds ~he books .•. girls grind
the1r teeth hopmg Leiter will ask them out. Lester
drinks Schlitz ••. what's better, he buys it for his
date. Girls like Schlitz. Girls like boys who buy them
Schlit!ll. While _~You're at it, buy some for the dean.
You could wina up valedictorian.
0 1965 Joo. ScHtt• ........ c... Mllw.......
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meet next weelc to review the financial records of the Associated
Students to determine which organizations would be affected.
"Incorporating the Associated
Students into a non-profit organization would not help," he said.
"Incorporation is primarily a
practice to help on income taxes,"
he said, "but we will be paying
taxes on gross revenue, not income.''

U. Steel Sculpture
.Seen in L.A. Show

UNM's stainless steel sculpture, "Construction #72" by Jose
de Rivera, has taken on national
significance.
Last weekend the work, on loan
from its customary place in the
Fine Arts Center foyer, went on
view in the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art's current major
show, ''American Sculpture of the
'60s.'1 The motorized piece will
be on exhibit in Los Angeles
through June 25.
Present for the opening was
Van Deren Coke, chairman of the
UNM art department.
The de Rivera piece has been
Corps volunteer who is part of because of the large number of at UNM since the 1966 Twentieth
the recruiting team, said that students who registered for the Century Sculpture Sho\V last
graduating seniors have a very Peace Corps last semester.
spring under sponsorship of the
·good· chance of getting into the
The first volunteers to reach Junior League o£ Albuquerque
program. He added that if noth- Western Samoa this fall will set and the UNM Art Museum.
ing else application will serve as up a government health program
This month another de Rivera
an alternate choice for ·seniors designed to survey the island's work, an 8-foot-high stainless
malting graduate plans, He said health needs and the prevalence steel abstract sculpture, was set
that taking the test does not obli- of disease. Later the volunteers in place atop a pedestal in front
gate anyone to join.
Will work on disease control, en- of the Smithsonian Institution's
Riley said that the Peace Corps vironmental health, sanitation, new Museum of History and Tech·
does not pay particular atten• maternal and child care projects nology.
and
the
building
of
village
water
tion to grades, "Experience is the
Described as the first abstract
supply systems.
scultpure on the capital's Ma.ll,
key word,' 1 said Riley, ''not just
A second phase of the Western the de Rivera is titled "Infinity.''
a degree."
· SamM program will send about and similar to the UNM piece is
l:Ie added that UNM is one of 160 English teachers into the
the twelve schools selected by re- elementary and intermediate lev- rotated by a. hidden motor emcruiters for the Samoa program els of the Samoan school system. bedded below the base which turns
a shaft supporting the work,

Peace Corps to Give Tests
The Peace Corps will conduct
language aptitude tests for volunteers needed to serve in Western Samoa, tlte first independent
Polynllsian nation.
The tests will be conducted on
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Room
231-E and at 7 p.m. in Room 250·
B of the Union; on Thursday at
4 p.m. in Room 231-A and at 7
p.m. in Room 231-B; and on Friday at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. in Room
231-A.
.
Graduating seniors are urged
to apply now, as summer and fall
training program quotas are rap·
idly being filled.
Mike Riley, a returned Peace

The deadline for applications
for the editorship of The Mirage
was extended to May 11 by Student Publications Board Monday
night because of a doubt about
the only applicant's academic
qualifications for the position,
The editorship selection was
postponed "primarily because the
board wanted to confirm the University's policy concerning the
minimum grade point requried
for a person to hold such a position," said William F, Huber,
chairman of the board. Judy
Pawley was the single applicant
for The Mirage editorship. Mrs.
Pawley's grade· point was not
confirmed at the time of the meeting.
The Pub Board charter requires that editors of the student
~ublications have at least a 2.3
overall grade point average, but
provides for hiring those with

U.. Will Pr,obably . Pay Tax

By BOB STOREY
ience of paying a small increase."
'fhe Associated Students of
"The expense and time used in
UNI\1 probably cannot avoid pay- collecting and keeping records for
ing the four per cent sales tax taxes is terrific," he said.
LOBO Advertisers Affected
on many of their money-making
programs, Joe T. Harris, assisRichard P. French, business
tant comptroller of UNM said manager for Student Publications,
yesterday.
said the new ruling would have
"This is just my opinion, but a large effect on the LOBO adit is based on the advice of the vertisers.
University lawyers and I have
"We're going to have to charge
faith in what they say," Harris a four pet• cent sales tax on all
the advertising we sell," he said.
said.
Will Attempt Fee Cut
"Budget 1\iust Be Revised"
The LOBO sells about $14,000
"I
don't
think
there
is
any
way
in
local advertising on which it
"We plan to circulate a petifor
the
students
to
get
out
of
pay•
must
charge the sales tax, he
tion that, if accepted, would cut
the activity fee in half and still ing those taxes,'' he said, "but we said. It also sells $12,000 in naleave student government with can probably adjust to it by re- tional advertising which is also
over $100,000 to deal with," he vising our budgets to absorb the affected.
"$9000 Net Income"
, taxes."
said.
Organizations
within
the
Uni"The
says we must pay
ASUNM President John Thor- versity community a.re now re- the tax state
on
the
gross amount of
son felt that the main reason the
quired
to
charge
sales
tax
on
advertising,
but
we
only get $9000
budget was defeated was that items such as ticket sales, adver- net income from national
adver"students did not fully under- tising, and specialties as a result tising because ad agencies charge
stand its contents. Many prob- of a recent decision by state At- 30 per cent commission," he said.
lems would be alleviated if people torney General Boston Witt.
"We would be paying about
would familiarize themselves
"Don't
Antagonize
Customers"
$1000
.in taxes on only $23,000 in
with the budget."
"I suggest that we pay these income," he said. ''There is also
Coleman Travelstead, cliairman taxes by making provisions for a tremendous clerical complicaof the Student Senate Finance the additional expense in the pro- tion in collecting taxes."
Committee, predicted passage of gram's budgets,'' he said. "That •
Harris, Earickson to Meet
the budget when it comes before way we don't have to antagonize
Harris said he and Union Acthe students again.
our customers with the inconven- countant G. W. Earickson would

Lose One Set

The New Mexico tennis team
made easy work of the University
of Albuquerque in a wind-swept
match at the UNM courts Saturday. The Lobos lost only one set
and won the match, 9-0.
It was the ninth win of the
season against only four losses
for the netters.
The high winds hindered tennis play even more than baseball
and competition was halted often
to allow the swirling dust to pass.
Construction on the campus allowed even more loose dirt to blow
than usual,
The tennis team will meet New
Mexico State here Saturday in
the final match before the WAC
championships May 19-20.

ACTING CAREER: Due to the vast exPansion of television, theatre Productions
& tho motion picture industry, HollyWOOd & Broadway ore opening- their
doors wider & wider to fresh new talent
in the fields of drama, music. dancing &
modeling. Interested? Write: THE ARTISTS' ASSOCIA'rES, BOGO So. Main,
Houston, Texas 77025.
4/28: S/1

Sales
and
Service

444 SAN MATEO SE
PHONE 265-5628
NEW MEXICO'S FRlE;NI)LJEST VW DEALER

FOR RENT

PERSONALS

CARROLL DAVIS
Authori~ed

U Netters Sweep
Albuquerque 9-0

EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block weot
of UNM, 79.50 to 85,. all utlliites paid.
Some with improvements. Furnished
off-street Parking, .
.
. '
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571, evenings
842-8280.

Volkswagen SalesmQn

N

ROOM AND BOARD for colleire otudento.
Co-educational, freedom and privacy,
wall-to-wall carpetlnsr, heated owimmlnsr
Pool, srood food, color TV and otudy
lounges. As low as $29.25 a week for
room and board. The Colleire Inn, 803
Ash N.E., 2t3-2881.
CAIRD-NORRIS REALTY rento:
SPECIAL: Furnished one-room elliciency, utilities Included with batb and
galley kitchen, al !for $56 including
utiiltles. Private entrance.
LARGE apartment. 2 bedroom, new
furnlohlngs, efficiency kitchen. AU ntillties included.

Call or See Your '007'

I

that will decide the closeness of
play
in the division. The WildCLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
cats won the first three-game
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitt~d by noon on day before
series two games to one at Tucson.
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
Sallee Paces Victory
277-4102.
star Ralph Sallee held
Relief
HELP WANTED
the
Sun
Devils
to only one hit in
=~==--...., --=-~-----:7'"
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
four
innings
and
slammed a twoWest and Alaska. Salaries $6400 up,
run homerun to pace New MexFree registration. Southwest Teachers
A.l1ency, 1803 Central Ave. NE.
ico's Friday victory. He came in
for starter Bob McAulay who got
FOR SALE
the win. He allowed only two runs,
SELL Gas Class 65 Chev 2-dr. sedan, 375
but was in some trouble as Sallee
H.P. 327 pop up pistons dougs headers.
Hydromotive four speed HYdro Pontiac
was called in for the sixth.
rear end, 40 Ford front axle mags
Saturday nearly every ball hit
silcka bucket seats. $850.00 or best offer.
Ph. 268-894o. 4/27, 28: 5/1, a.
up in the air was good for a hit
BRICK .home. 10 minutes from University.
as the winds gusting up to 60
8000 sq. ft., 4 or 5 bedrooms, 3 full
miles-per-hour made fielding esbatho, beautitul paneled den pJuo reereation room. Ref. air cond. Call 256-7783.
pecially the pop-ups, next to im3/29 contin.
possible.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2'f.,'x3Mo',
The first game was a toss-up
McQueen, Peter Fonda, Brando, Lenny
Bruce, Mao, Fields, Allen Gin&bW'II',
until the eighth inning when New
Eim!tein,, Dylan, Rolling Stones, NewMexico picked up eight runs off
man, Clint Eetwood plus tno'l'e. aend.
for list. Shipping an"'here ln. U.S.
two ASU relief pitchers. The inprepaid. 1 1>oeter $1,76, 2 1>00ten $8.00,
ning was highlighted by back-toa 1>010ten $4.25. 'Madam Butterfly'• Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Coltax, Denver, Colorado
hack homeruns by Mark Johnson
BOZZO.
and Greg With.
1966 OLDS, 442 Conv. 4'"Peed, 21,000 actual miles. Excellent condition. $1875.
Inside-the-Park Homer
Call 266·3486.
4/26, 27, 28: 5/1
Johnson's homer was inside the
MOST unusual 3 bd. rm. contemporary
park it went all the way to the
home on Vista Larga w/2 fireplaces, 2'f.,
deep centerfield fence, after takbaths, lovely kitchen & family room : plus
a 950 sq ft. Artist's Studio. Call 298ing
a high hop over the nelder's
4/26, 27, 28: 5/1
1855 or 256-9498.
head. With's blast cleared the left
SERVICES
field fence with plenty of room to
spare with the help of the aiding
CLEAN, oil and adjust portable !ypewritero $9.00, Electric $12.60, Standard
wind.
$11.00. Special for UNM Studentl. Free
pick up & delivery. E & E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal BE. Pho~e 243-0688.

HELP ERADICATE LARGE CARS

•
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lower grades in special cases with
the approval of a majority vote
of the board.
The board decided to extend
the deadline so that Mrs. Pawley
could submit a report of hel'
exact grade point and a detailed
proposal of her plans for The
Mirage to the board. Interested
students have until May 11 to apply for the position.

Chuck Noland

Melissa Howard

Bob Burton

Editors of other UNM student
publications were selected at the
meeting. Editor of next yea1:'s
LOBO will be Chuck Noland.
Other editors are-Meli11sa Howard, summer LOBO; Rob Burton,
The Juggler; and Mary Alindc:l.;t
The Thunderbird.
The board also voted unanimously to continue full student
budget subsidy of the Mirage for
the 1967-68 school year. If this
measure is approved by Student
Senate, it will be voted on by the
Associated Students when a revised form of the budget that was
defeated in the last election comes
up for a vote.
The editor of the Mirage receives a salary of $100 a month
for nine months. Students interested in this position may pick up
application forms in the Student
Publications building. The completed applications should be
turned in to Room 159 of the
same building. Applicants will
be interviewed at a special meeting of Pub Board on May 11>.
Students with. adequate academic
qualifications (2.3 overall grade
point) and experience in yearbook publication are urged to apply.

Books in Society

Library Chairman
Publishes ArticE(:J
Leon De Voider, technical ·;,>rvices librarian at the UNM (~im
merman Library, is the autho_,, of
an article Pl'inted recently in the
Catholic Educator,
Entitled "Books and Libraries
in our Literate Society," the af\1icle emphasizes. the value of books
in our society.
DeVolde1· is current chairman
of the Albuquerque Library Association, He holds an M.A. in
government and citizenship from
UNM.

Naval ROTC Awards

The military review and awards
ceremony of the Naval ROTC will
be held May 16, beginning at
4:45 p.m. on Zimmerman Field.
The ceremony will recognize midshipmen with outstanding achievements during the past academic year,

) ...
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WEDNESDAY
:i ·LECTURE: Architect Paolo :;!olerl sveaks
• about his Philosophy of architecture and
illustrates his talk with 200 slides <>f his
recent work and a dispmy of his new
designs for urbanl•ation. Xlva. 8 p.m.
FQRUlll: A new plunge into the realm of

*'issues vital to ·a community of students,"

· The Forum will consider the future of
UNM, Participants in the discussion in·
elude Professors David Varley and Glenn
Crosby who recently startled the Univer·
sity with announc.,ents of their im.
pending resignations Blld critical views ot
UNM's progress. Union Theater, 8 :30 v.m.
Free.
LECTURE : 'Fantaey In Art" Is the fifth
in a series of lectures on modern art.
Adm. $8 per peraon, $12 per ~uple for
, ~: · the seven-lecture seriea, Reservations
should be made with tlte Art Museum.
• · f Jflo Arts Centor, 8 p.m,
:g! DANCE: Wednesday Night Dance, Union
Ballroom, 8 p.m. Adm. 25 cents.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT:
Student
Senato Meeting. Upstail'!l Union. 7 p.m.
Open Gallery,
THURSDAY
LECTURE : "Representable Functors and
Automorphism• of Algebraic Schemes" ia
the topic for Pr<>fesaor Franz Oort of the
University of Amsterdam. Rm. 206, Mitch·
ell Hall. 3 :30 p.m.
SPECIAL: Honol'!l Assembly, Union Ball•
room. 7 p.m.
FILM: Dona Barbara." Spanish. Union
Theator. 7, 9:80 p.m. Adm, 50 cents with
ID card.
FRIDAY
SEMINAR: "Urban Renewal In Albuqucr•
que." Union Ballroom. 9·4 :80 p.m.
LECTURE: Public hook review of Hellbroner's "Limite e>f American Capitalism."
Law school Rm. 101. 8 :15 p.m. Free.
STAGE: "How to Succeed In Business
, Without ReaDy Trying." COncert Hall 8:80
p.m. Adm. $2 for adults, $1 for high
.lefloolers and children, UNlll students are
free.
SPORTS: Baseball Lohos meet the Uni·
veralty of Arizona. Tingley Field. 7:80
p.m. Free.
FILJ\l: "Captain Blood" stars Errol Flynn
and Olivia de Havllland. Union Theator.
7, 9:80 p.m. Adm. 50 cents with ID
card.
SATURDAY
SPECIAL: Deadline for entries In the
UNM Fimta Rodeo. Union Coat Check
Rm. 2-5 p.m.
STAGE: "How to Succeed In Business
Without Really Trying" continues, See
above listing.
SPORTS: UNM Tennis toarn meets
NMSU at home. 10 a.m. Free.
SPORTS: Baseball Lcbos meet the Uni·
versity of Arlwna In a doubleheader.
UNM Diamond, 1 p.m. Free.
SPORTS: Lebo Intra-oquad football game.
U. Stadium, 1
SPORTS : Lebo Track team meeta the
49er track club, U. Stadium. 7:80. Adm.
$1 for adults, 50 cents for otudents,
FJLM: "The Pink Panther'' stars Peter
.Sellers and Claudia CIU'dinale. Union
"'Theater. 7, 10 p.m. Adm. 25 cents with ID
card.

'I>·"'·

SUNDAY
SPECIAL: Prospective cheerleadera for
next year are invited to this meeting for
clarification o! qualifications and proce·
dures. Union .rm. 2318. 7 p.m.
STAGE: "How to Succeed In Business
Without ReaDy Trying" continues. See
above listing.
CONCERT: AlbuquerQue Junior Orchestra with conductor WilHam Babbert. Union
Ballroom. 4 p.m. Free..
CONCERT: Sigma. Alpha. Iota Sprlnr:
1\luslcalc. Fine Arts Recital Hall. 8 :15 p.m.
Free.
FILJ\l: "The Pink Panther" with Sellers
nnd Cardinale. Union Theater. 5, 8 p.m.
Adm. 25 cents with JD card.
1\lONDAY
SPECIAL: Deadline !or the Enr:llsh department's creative writing awards. On1y
undergraduates are eligible; awards are
given for _poetry, short stories, or narrative sketches of any kind. Entries due in
102 of Bandelier Hall.

,J'I'·

TUESDAY
STUDY: No events scheduled,

Visitor to Teach
During Summer

.u

Rob.ert W. ·Mollan, an assistant
professor in 'tbe ptl!iticalscience
department ·a:t the University of
Kansas, will be a visiting teacher
at UNM this summer.
Mollan, who will teach political
science, has wo:rked in American
national and state government
and politics, public law, political
theory and political behavior. He
is also well versed in American
history.

Published 1\londay, Wednesday, Tlturaday and Friday o! the regular University year by tile
Student Publications Board of the Associated Studehts of the Univeraity of New 1\lexlco
Second class p()llqe Paid at Albuquerque, New 1\lexico. Prlntod by the University Print.
in&: Plant. Subscription rate: $4,50 for the school year, payable in advance. All editorials
and ai1:11ed columns express the views of the writer and 11<>t neceeaarily those of the Student Publications Board or of the University,
·

Edit()r-in-Chief -~--------------------------·---··----Chuck Noland
Managing Editor ------------------------------------Jeff Dennard
Bu~iness Supervisor ---------------------------- Richard P. French

Advertising Man~ger ------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
Sports Editor --------------------------------- Nooley Reinheardt
.Morning Editor -~------------------------------------ Yola Gradi
Associate Editors ----------------------Bob Storey, Melissa Howard
Staff Cartoonist ------------------------------------Frank Jacome
Staff Photographer ---------------------------------- Bob' Pawley

Staff: Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Anne Lehnhausen, Brian Leo, Linda ·
Mitchell, Jim Patterson, Chuck Reynolds, Judy Rogers.

A New Philosophy For fhe Old Rag
THE LOBO has changed editors. The hiring of a new editor is an annual event which happens shortly after the Associated Students elections each spring. No one pays much
attention to it. Everyone assumes that the LOBO will still
be the same old rag that it was before.
Sometimes this is true. More often it is not. The changing of LOBO editors introduces a new personality and philosophy of journalism. A paper as small as the LOBO cannot
help but be a direct reflection of the editor.
SO WE HAVE taken over. Our philosophy is different
from that of any past LOBO editors. We cannot say that it
is better. That remains to be seen. But one thing is certain:
the LOBO will change.
Any philosophy of journalism must necessarily be modified when an editor takes over an existing newspaper. The
LOBO is no different. Before we can change any basic approaches we must solve the problems which exist now.
This we hope to do by being concerned first with the
technical qua1ity of the LOBO. We will try to write more
accurately and in a more professional manner. The quality
and .accuracy of both edited copy and headlines will also
hopefully improve. The result of these concerns will be a
more professional LOBO from a purely techn~cal standpoint.
ONLY AFTER THIS is done can we hope to move on to
our second major eoncern of examining what does and does
not go into the paper. Many stories appear which should not;
many important stories do not appear. No one can argue with
that. We hope to change it.
The results of this analysis of our content may not satisfy
our critics, but that is immaterial to us. If we are ever satisfied that the content of the LOBO is all it should be, we will
feel we have accomplished a great deaL
The first noticeable change in the LOBO will be the initiation of unsigned editorials. Today's will be the last to appear,
at least until another new editor takes over. The practice of
signed editorials has been continued for several years with
no visible journalistic justification.
The writer of an editorial speaks for the paper. This does
not necessarily mean that he speaks for a majority of the
staff members on the paper, for the editor makes the editorial policy of any publication. He is the last of the absolute
dictators. lie has absolute responsibility for anything concerned with the paper; he must therefore have absolute
power, and he does.
OUR EFFORTS to improve the LO.BO on all levels, to
make it a better paper for you, the reader, may win us your
respect, your admiration, your criticism, or your disgust.
But whatever the result may be, we will try.
-CHUCK NOLAND
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Letters nre wel~ome, and
should be no longer than 250
words typewritten, double

spaced, Nq.me. telephone number and address must he in·
eluded, although namo wiD be
withheld upon request!
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wh~ provide U$ wit}( so m~tny of
KELLt;s s~AND
their moral assumptionlil are those
ON l&BOR'£lON ~
farthest
separated from actual soCALLED IMMORAL
cial
conditions.
They may produce
Dear Editor:
all
the
metaphysical
assertations
. Father Kelly, who I assume is
and
all
the
biology
textbooks
of
tM Catholic chaplain here. at
when
"life
begins,"
but
unless
it
. U:NM, seems to,'liave mi\de .a ·ter-'
ribly immoral statement: the is a metaphysics judged in terms
type which prevails in most Oath~ of human conditions it is no metaolic statemenlis· regarding . abor- physics for humans. · • , .
Fr. Kelly admits that h1s v1ew·
tion -· as well .as contract;Jptives
point
will probably .''lose.'' Not
and not a few. other current con~.
only will he Jose but unfortunatetroversies. · . .
In disagreeing with Miss Frin- ly thousands of others will lose
dell ' he is certainly within his far mpre until we have passed
right - and whether I or anyone propedegislation in all the states.
··
TERRYE.LAMM
else agrees with his or her views
on abortion is secondary t11· Fath·
er Kelly's point that he will use
ABORTION STATEM:E;NTS
''all moral and legal ways to ·opWERE "DISTORTED"
pose such Jaws •••"
·
·. ·
Dear Editor:
For those who choose to become .
Father
Brian
KellY's
recent
Catholics or listen to the priest at
·
comments
on
abortion'
(LOBO,
the pulpit or both, o~. Thi~ .attempt at influencing those per- May 1) contain -Bo :inany:misrepresons who have"so chosen is all seiitati,ons and distortibns as to
.
right. But" :for him to admittedly " require a reply,
To begin with, ·Fr. ,Kelly would
attempt to iritltience all others
through legal pressures, is cer- have us believe that the fetus,
from the moment of conception,
tainly immoral.
If my wife, .or any other wpm. is legally regarded as a human '·
an wants to have an abortion (or· being. To my knowledge, there is .'
take the pill or go see "Night almost no political jurisdiction in ·
Games" when it comes to Don this country which requires the
Pancho's) she should be free to registration of fetal deaths before
follow her own conscience .and n11t the twentieth week of pregnancy,
be restricted by Jaws that r.re the and often not before 28 weeks.
result of pressure groups impos- Obvjously, the state does not
ing their values on the rest of us equate the loss of a four-monthold fetus wtih that of a human
through our legal system.
Any attempt, by Father Kelly life.
Further, Fr. Kelly attempts to
or anyone else, to impose his own
link
embryology with theology.
religious values onto those who
have chosen other values, is in As a science, embryology will in·
crease our understanding of fetal
itself totally immoral.
TIMOTHY G. BIGGS development, but it will not settle
a problem that has its roots in
philosophical speculation.
Fr. Kelly (here I assume that
In response to Fr. Kelly's letter of May 1 criticizing this news- he is a Roman Catholic) convenpaper's editorial in support of iently ignores the recent change
Colorado's new abortion law, I in Catholic dogma concerning the
should like to add a few items of time at which the rational soul
emerges. For 18 centuries, Cathrebuttal.
My older brother was chief olic dogma made no serious atsponsor of the bill in the Colorado tempt to punish those who sought
legislature, and consequently in abortions during the first trimeshearing more of the issue this ter of pregnancy. The quickening
year I am astonished to listen to was accepted as the point at
all the views of the opponents. which the rational soul emerged.
Probably the deepest problem of The current dogma that the soul
modern life is the problem of re- emerges at the time of concepstoring integration and coopera- tion dates from 1869 when Pope
tion between our beliefs and the Pius IX altered the old credenda.
Finally, Fr. Kelly links those
values and purposes that should
direct our conduct. But in these who propose changes in the aborconflicts any philosophy that is tion law with the Fascist position
not isolated from that life must of mass murder. This I find quite
determine values and purposes by preposterous, especially since cer·
what has the most final and in- tain Christian denominations suptelligent human signficance. The port the doctrine of the "just"
formation of our institutions, war, which takes the lives of
laws, and morals can be relevant many young adults. Far from
to human conditions only if they giving the state the power of
are determined in terms of hu- death over an unborn fetus, those
who propose changes attempt to
man conditions.
The issue of abortion is not exclude the state from the hand
when life begins or any of the in this process it now enjoys. The
other ~xternal values continually decision of whether or not to bear
raised. The problem is the pain- a child should be that of the infully human fact of hundreds of dividual involved.
thousands of known illegal aborTOM PUCKETT
tions and the thousands of deaths
from attempted abortions under
incredible conditions; The problem is the young and intelligent
high school girl raped by her
uncle. The problem is the middle.
aged midwife whose surgical. 'in· , Applications for Peace Corps
struments are found in the .kitch· ·;Programs which begin training
en drawel:'. The problem is the- this summer niust be. made' by
young wife who will die if she has Monday; May'l5. ", .· '
.. .,.
•
her baby.
··
Q'uestionnab·es . a'l'e "livail~bl~
And perhaps the problem 1iL. ··.f:rom the Pea~:e Corps recr.11iters
those who superimpose 'their eX"-' · on, campus and at most post ofternal standards so coneret~ly as flees. •Completed forms -should be
to conceal the real . facts. of hu• sent to the Office .of Selection, ,
man suffering and anguish. It is Peace Corps, Washington, D~C;;;-;-:
common that these theoreticians 20625.
....,.......,;.;..
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ae Nucleus__·or New •Westerfl Samoa. PiOgram

liberal Aits GradUates wlll
.

.

'

.

·The Peace Corps has been.:lnvit~d .to.
· For Western. Samoa, and other pro• .
•· almost all Samoans suffer from in••
send
VoJ~nteers
to
Polynesia's
first
iiidejected
.South
Seas
assignments,
th~
Peace
testinal
parasites and many others are
1
pendent ·nation- Western Samoa.
. ..,.
Corps is seeking mainly liberal arts grad- afflicted with tuberculosis, yaws, leprosy
<··~ ~ Having demonstrated in Micronesia in uates for tasks· in teaching,· public health, and other infectious diseases.
. , · , the space 'of .only a 'feW. months what Vol- ... agriculture and ·community development.
• adequate, .safe village· water supplies
. ; !Jnteer catalysis can' doirl" a Pacific Island
'·
· "' * *
are a· luxury. .,
'
. · •_: setting, .the Peace .Corps
place new THE · GOAL is to raise thousands of
• infant mortality is still more common
..
contingent in training for the Samoan . . islanaers frqm a life ·of ill health, poor - than not .and population growth is out• . f.lS~jg~m~n.t . beginning . !his ·summer, with diet ,and lapk of education in an area of · stripping what few advances have been
),_,:. •. •. II)~ .likelihood that ~y that time Volun.
the ··World· that histqrically has l'eceived . inade .in improving island life.
1f,FJ;,':.
·~eersthwill also l,le reques~ed for assignment
more romantic . than realistic . attention.
Against this dismal background are fur- .
:/1;1.';:
m p .. er new So.uth ~acific island areas: .
. Volunteers.in Western Samoa·-· a nine·- ther hindrances to development: lack of
1; ,.
• J>,eaCe CQrps planners believe it iS,' posis! and complex supporting a rapidly-grow- · educational facilities and ·a meager agri:· . .
sib!e that these projected programs, cou- jng population of 134,000 ~ will form a cultural output.
·
1• •
pled· with tlie existing Micronesian efforts, s~riking force against an array. of health
·
* "' ·"'
!·, ·
could add as many as 1,000 new Volun- · problems and obstacles to educational and
· TH'iJ.FIRST YOLUNTEERS to reach
teers in the Pacific. ·
econo!lliC development in a country where:.. 'Western-Samoa this fall Will·set in motion a
'
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Applications Are Due
Now For Summer, Fall
Training ·Programs
~

'

1,
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l

May 15 Is Deadline
For Corps Sign up
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Despite the )1Jre of top-paying jobs with
private industry, the_' Peace Corps con.tinues to be the country's number one
employer of newly-minted college graduates,
·
As _the. Peace. Cor..P~ lost:s. its amateur
standing· and joins the big leagues in overseas developm-:nt, the vast academic melting pot will again provide the -bulk of the
estimated 8,000 Volunteers required to
fill the critical skill reservoirs !n at least
56 countries this year. ·
..
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WASH DAY IN SAMOA near a seasfde 'vll;a' on Upo/u'a north shore brings ou; moat of the neighborhood. Thatched
roof house Jacks waifs so occupants work and sfeep In luff vfew. Palm frond bflnds are dropped only during foul weather,
-

NATIONAL CI:OGRAPHIC •cicJI:TY PHOTO (C I ••••

By Don O'Neill
'•

~

¢
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ALREADY rapidly"approaching summer training programs are being developed
for the new Peace Corps countries of
· Lesotho, The Gambia and Upper Volta
in Africa (see page 4) and Western Samoa
in- the Pacific.
After a 21h -year absence, the Peace
Corps is returning to Ceylon to assist in an
over-all national effort to make the teardrop-sized nation self-sufficient in food
production.
In the Trust Territory of the Pacific
(Micronesia) and ·South Korea in East
Asia an~ the Pacific; Chad, Libya, Botswana and· Mauritania. in Africa, and Paraguay and Guyana in Latin America-all
countries which received their first Volunteers only last year - additional programs
are also being mounted for summet.tra.ining sessions.
Graduating seniors .are being urged to
apply now, as summer and fall training
program quotas are rapidly beginning to
fill.

•

'.

t'

government health program designed to SUl'·
vey·the islands' health needs and the prevalence of diseases. Later,. the Volunteers
-mostly liberal arts· graduates who will
be supported by a team of Yolunte~· doc-.
tors, nurses, lab technicians, civil engi. neers and architects-will shift into disease
control, environmental health· and sanitation, maternal and child care projects and
the ·building of village water supply systems.
.
Meanwhile, about ~0 agricultural extension workers, includin~five Volunteers
with business administration. backgrounds
to work with cooperatives, will aid farmers
growing the DIJ!jOr island Clops of baContinued on page,2

•

*

. ENTERING ~ N.E:W: ,,~,1of consolidated growth, Drrector Jack .:Vaughn, an
ex-boxer, Marine combat officer and' diplo"
· mat, has brought the agency through a
vital. stage of ~evelopment in which the
Peace Corps is being asked to measure its
impact overseas and not simply rely qn
· w!tat one official ·calls "youthful goodwill
ambassadoring."
Although there is little quarrel with
basic goals - fostering ideas and techniques of self-help, cooperative work
and community organization - new .trends
iil training are beginning to take shape.
Th~y include lengthier preparation for
most programs, ·more . in-country as op·
posed to stateside training, and greater
emphasis on technical and language skills.
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HEALTH WORKER Tad Wh/tf)ker kneels next to' World
War 11 wing tank now used to catch drinking water. ·

PageS

ATTORNEY Dan Persinger works 1(1 cooperation with Public Defender's office in Maturo.

EDUCATOR Barbara Whitlow airs a
radio program on public health to
people of the Marshall Islands.

MECHANIC Dale Baisch {left) and small business <Jdviser
Paul Callaghan are aHached to the Pa/<Ju boat yard.

HEALTH WORKER Ann Maxwell talks with two of
her patients at the dispensary in Wane, Ponape.

MAIN ISLANDS of Western Samoa lie on direct line between Hawaii and
New Zealand, 4,000 miles from California. Nearby is American Samoa.

REPORT FROM MICRONESIA

POLYNESIA, Continued from Page I

Health, Education, F.ood Are Major Samoan Problems

about the class of '66

nanas, cocoa .pod coconuts by introducing improved techniques of
planning, upkeep, management
and production of better and larger
l:fups for both export and domestic
consumption.

Western Samoa is the first Polynesian island group to achieve independence, having slipped off its
United Nations trusteeship status
under New Zealand on January 1.
1962. Full political emancipation
• ended almost a century of colonial
*
A SECOND PHASE of the administration, first under Germany
Western Samoa program will send from. 1889 onward, then under·
up to 150 English teachers into the New Zealand following World War
elementary and intermediate levels · I.
of the Samoan school system, which
currently is staffed largely by inDURING the latter half of the
adequately-trained islanders.
19th
century, while Germany, the
Reflecting the broad involvement
United
States and Great Britain
in community life expected of most
for Samoan favors, the
contended
Volunteers, the teachers during "off
islands
and
,their people were
hours" will · help fellow Samoan
plagued
by
bitter
internal struggles
teachers improve their English, instruct students and villagers in basic surrounding the kingship•. Recent
health and hygiene practices, and times, however, have witnessed
aid Volunteer health workers in peaceful transition from colonial
to independent governments and
their tasks.
•· Living conditions will be in the the Samoan scene since 1962 has
· South Pacific image for most Vol- been one of marked stability.
Lying 1,000 miles below the
unteers, who will reside in villages
in the ·traditional fale - a round equator and 2,600 miles southwest
wood and thatch structure that of- of Hawaii, Western Samoa's two
fers natural wall•to-wall air con- major 'islands of Upolu and Savaii
ditioning in a comfortable tropical ·cover an area approximate to
climate.
Rhode Island. The islands are sur* . .. *
rounded by coral reefs enclosing
THE EXPERIENCES thus far quiet lagoons. Tropically-vegetated
of Volunteers in neighl?oring Mi- heights of several thousand feet
cronesia suggest that .Volunteers dominate both islands.
will take quickly to the similar
Author James A. Michener, with
Samoan setting. The close confines long experience in the South Paof an island environment, instead cific, wrote of Polynesia in Return
of fostering rivalry and misunder- to Paradise that its "influence on
standing, promote a spirit of friend- world thought is far greater than
liness, openness and mutual de- its size would warrant. Musical
pendence. It is within this cultural names like Tahiti, Rarotonga, Bora
~ontext that the Volunteers wiJI
Bora carry an emotional freight to
'Jive and work for two years.
all cold countries of the world .••"

gentl~ lrade winds caress the isT helands
at Micronesia for ten months

out of the 1year and the climate is
eternal sprirjg. Recently there has been
a subtle ch~nge, not in the climate, b_ut
in the currents of thought and soc1al
patterns. N~w Ideas and new attitudes
are being lrltroduced in an area where
customs arld mores are deeply ingrained. T~is is the Peace Corps In
Micronesia: 'the class of 1966 a year
later.
The change Is a two way street. The
young man ;from the Bronx who lives in
an 'isolated: village of only 40 people
adjusts to ~new life, a slower pace and
tempo, completely alien to the concrete
and steel ofINew York. He discovers the
beauty of $n orchid blooming in the
steaming rain forest, the laughter o(
children on their way to school along a
jungle path,: He teaches English In a
small thatcfl.roof school, improves the
water catctinent system in the village,
and plans to Introduce new health concepts. · But just as important as the
changes hei makes, he will come away
from his isl~nd deeply changed.
In most uareas of Micronesia there
are no proi!Jems of hunger, but It Is
still a worl4 of ~tartllng contrasts. The

people of Ebeye (its main street is pictured at right), profoundly lnfluenceQ
by the proximity of the missile site at
Kwajalein, have forgotten many of their
out-island skills. They eat their tuna in
cans and wear sport shirts imported
from California. Only a small portion of
the people on Ebeye work at the missile
site. Ebeye has become known as the
slum of the Pacific with 4,000 people
crowded onto the small island. ·
· On Ebeye, like other parts of Micronesia, the Influence of the Peace Corps
is beginning to be felt. Eight Volunteers
working In cooperation with the Trust
Territory 'perform such diverse jobs as
teaching, .community development,
health, and even business administration.
Part bf the satlsfa·ction of being·· a
Volunteer in Micronesia is the sense of
acceptance fhich Is given by the
Micronesh;ms. These people, feel that
the Peace Corps Volunteers belong 1o
them; there is a warmth, an empathy
which is a coin of great value.
The present program has over 450
Volunteers. The impact of their work,
of their concern will be felt for generations.

MICRONESIAN HOUSING ranges from traditional grass roofed
homes to this one built by Volunteer couple Jim and Ann Jones.

TEACHER Kathy Fitch Is assigned to the elementary_
school at Wane on island of
Ponape. By fall 1967 there
will be more than 400 Peace
Corps Volunteer teachers in
Micronesia.

..
ISOLATED SPLENDOR of Pagan
Island's black sand beaches give
Carol and Wayne Waldrip and
young friend complete privacy.
Waldrips, both teachers, are only
Volunteers on this outlying Island.

------------------------------------i
POLYNESIA DESK
PEACE CORPS
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lllame (please print)

Washington, D. C. 20525
Address

Please rush me a Peace Corps
Application for Polynesia.
City

State

Zip Code

J_am.a
0 ·liberal Ai1s MaJor, .·

C~ll~ge .o~

t'gtaduaie

University ·

in .
Month

Attention: APPLICANT SERVICES

Year
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ELSEWHERE IN THE PEACE CORPS WORLD: NEW . COUNTRIES .AND NEW CHALLENGES.
Peace Corps growth took. 4 dramatic
upward spiral after the organization's
fihh birthday on March 1, 1966. In its
sixth year of operations, the Peace Corps
announced or implemented new programs
for 13 nations and territories, including.
Micronesia and Polynesia reported on elsewhere in this edition. Welcomed to the
Peace Corps family of nations were:

I

I
I.

AFRICA

I

. CHAD- Once part of old French
Equatorial Africa, this new nation, carved
largely .out of desert, welcomed the Peace
Corps in September when 33 Volunteers
arrived to' serve as English teachers and
work in land reclamation in the swampy
Lake Chad region and in a medical training program.
' ·
The health program - aimed at retraining Chadian hospital personnel and expanding a school health project -.· will
probably require additional Volunteers
late in 1967; it is presently contemplated
that Volunteer candidates for this program
will begin training in ·the faU. To man
the program,' the Peace Corps seeks registered nurses, sanitarians and liberal arts
8raduates, . the latter tt. serve as public
health educators.
LESOTHO- Formerly the British colony of Basutoland·, Lesotho achieved its independence last October. Now it faces one
of the most difficult development struggles
on the African .continent:
Completely surrounded by the Republic
of South Africa (to which one-sixth of its
900,000 population have migrated to work
as farm laborers and miners), the tiny
mountainous nation bas requested Peace
Corps help in expanding its educational
system and improving basic health services and agricultural production.
Of the 88 Volunteers requested, SO will

'.

teach ·in secondary scboo1s and teacher-

training colleges. Others will work in rural needs Volunteers with at least summer maternal and baby cllilics, and work gendevelopment and public works .such as .experience in constructic;m, repair of heavy erally in cbild welfare, Present plans are ·
clinics, village water sUpplies· and anti- · diesel and farm equipment, carpentry a~d · for training to start in late summer or early
"
. fall. Manpower ~quirements: Volunteers ·
erosion dams.
furniture-making.
A ·health group will staff baby· clinics,
Other specjal skil!s required'.Jnclude a· .·- ~ith _liberal arts backgrounds Pr some
work .with mothers to improve their nu- veterinary laboratory. technichin: to tn!in · ~no\;VIedge of·health matters.
.
tritional and domestic skills and help dis- apprentice Gambian :veterinari~~s.: :~~Vol•: ·· · 'QPPE~ VO~TA -!he . landl?cked
tribute food supplies. A few Volunteers unteer to set up an electrical r~pair,shop .: w~~t.Afncan natton g~ts ItS first .contmge!J.t
with agricultural backgrounds will work and ·to train electrical repairme.n "and·· a. of Volunteers later th1s yea.r Wlth the ar·
with credit and marketing cooperatives.
Volunteer to supervise arinderpes't·~poe4•:; ·rtvaJ ·of 51 Volunteers trained to help ex·;rl
The Volunteer skills required include Jati'?n campaign. Tra~ningbegfu~ th,is,st:~.!J17 .. ,paf).d. established· ~ural development aq~
mostly liberal arts graduates for the teach- mer.
. . ... · · · :' ... ".. -;- ·. ; ' ~ '': ·"h.ea~th progr~~- m the former . ~re;nch
· ing, rural development and health pro· • _ MAURITANIA-<With 13;:Volu~teel11;. ':~rntpry. . .
. .
•
..
grams; two registered nurses and a trained . Mauritania now has- the smallest-· and ·
The Volunteers Wll~ be mamly liberal
health educator,. and a Volunteer capable one of the newest- Peace Corps country ·· ·arts graduate$, •. witb soine trained health
of teaching advanced agricultural science program anywhere. B.ut expansion js seen . · personl).el in~luded. .They will concentr~te
subjects.
likely later this year.
~ · ·•
9.11 thr~ baste programs: well construction
. mE GAMBIA-- Eighteen Volunteers, · The new project, as currently planned, and agricultural extension; general rural
scheduled to arrive in October, will ·work will concentrate on health problems and ,development, and a public health' education
iri projects ranging' front teaching in voca- complement the Volunteers now working campaign ·that Will .improve .'diagnostic
_tiona! training · schools .and agricultural in the ruraL public works programs scat- services and extend general hygiene and
centers to ~tablishing cattle marketing tered through the Saharan, Arabic-speak· infant .and maternal care services to vii·
cooperatives.
ing former French territory.
··lages 'near rural health cen~ers,
To meet the request, the Pe11ce Corps
The Volunteer health workers will staff
·LIBYA- With its. oil exports increas·
ing rapidly, Libya faces problems of modernizing a highly traditional society that
must cope with material wealth derived .
.from oil which has appeared in a few'
short years. The first ~roup of 18 Volun:.
teer teachers is providirrg English instruction in high schools throughout the nation.
,. , , ~9~SWAN:A ~ Fllc~d with urgent
·• tp~nP9W~r nee<;ls iil all areas .o( national
development, this new Republic last year
requests;d Peace Corps Volunteers to assist. with epucational and community development programs. Three months after
Botswana .had exchanged its colonial identity of, Bechuanaland for the new role of
independent nation -September 30, 1966
- 51 Volunteers were at work in the
sparsely settled country.
Volunteers are presently teaching in
secondary 'schools and teacher training in·
stitutions, providing technical supervision
for a major self-help public works program
and. helping to improve the management
AFRICA: b!sO!ho's chill mile-high IJplands make gaily colored blankets necessary.
and production of cooperatives.

The Volunteers will take part in a national effort to expand irrigation projects
and bring more land under cultivation.
They will aid Ceylonese farmers in improving cropping methods, using better
seed and proper fertilization, and better
feedir.g and management of livestock.
Women Volunteers will help village
women to improve their nutrition and
health pra<'tices, particularly for children.
Others will work in school-lunch and
,
garden projects.
SOUTH KOREA- Peace Corps Volunteers ~ 93 of them - entered South
Korea for the first time lasf fall and began
teaching at high schools and technical,
agricultural and fisheries schools throughout the nation. This group will be in·
creased. by an additional 236 Volunteers
later this year.
Training programs to begin .this sum·
mer will prepare Volunteers- most of
them liberal arts graduates -for assign·
ments in education and a pilot health
ASIA: Studonts at Seoul In South Korea.
project. About 175 will serve as.I}nglish
teachers in secondary schools; another 61
will establish an experimental health pro.
gram on Cheju island off the Southern
coast:
CEYLON~ After a three·y~r abThe. latter group will staff local health
sence, Volunteers this year will resume · sub-centers on the island, train Korean
work in this populous island nation oft ·the. · health personnel, compile health statistics
southern coast of India, assisting Ceylon for. use in the long-range . planning. of
to attain self·sufficiency in food production.. health programs, and encourage resid~nts
Peace Corps training for the p~ogram to use the center facilities.
starts in August and will produce abOut 80
· The Volunteers· also will promote home
Volunteers scheduled to arrive abroad in sanitation and rodent control programs,
November. Trainees will be 'recttiited help set up village water supplies and
from among farmers, young persons with work gef!eraJiy · to sharpen community
farming experience, liberal arts graduates awareness of health -problems. A similar
and agricultural and home economics program for mainland .areas is expected to
· majors. ·
enter the training st~ge later in the fall.
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aturday Track Meet Is Cancelled
Because of Current Athletic Feud

The scheduled track meet Saturday night with the 49er Track
Club was cancelled Monday by
UNM coach Hugh Hackett to
avoid the pollSibility of getting
involved in the current fued between Amateur Athletic Union
11nd the NCAA.
The 49er track club last W!lek
was suspended for a year and a
haJ;f by the Pacific AA U. The
club. had planned to defy the ruling. and compete here anyway.
·auf!pended manager Mel .Zahn
and coach Tom Jennings asked
Hackett to send them the guaranteed money of $1200 so they
could make travel arrangements
for the team and put another person in charge,
The club, .Zahn, .. and Jennings
were all suspended, but it bad no
effect on the athletes in the club.
It was charged that the 49er Club
was composed of athletes who
Jived in' other AAU districts and
were listed by false addresses.
Hackett feared that any New
Mexico athlete who competed in
a meet with the .suspended club
could also be suspended from the
AAU and kept for international
competition,

Manager.
~

LATIN AMERICA: Bullock cart plods past presidential palace, A8U(Ic/on, Psragusy.

.:....

LATIN . AMERICA
PARAGUAY -,-The most recent South
American nation to get Peace Corps help
is a land where three-quarters of the people
make their livelihood by farming and raising cattle. The first contingent of about
30 Volunteers arrived early this year to
conduct agiicultural extension and home
demonstration projects and ·· to devel~p

further the activities '0( · 4-H type clubs
· .
throughout the country.
GUYANA- Volunteers firsl entered
the former British Guiana a few montl:is
after it became independent in May 1966.
More than 40 Volunteers· work under
the supervision of the MinistrY of Works
and'· liydraulics in road-building, hydroelectric, ·construction, itrigation and other
development projects, and teach in second·
· ary and technical training schools..
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Application For Youth Fare .Identification Card
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Age

Applicant's Name
Address

Stale

CitY
$chool Attendlna:

I:

1!1te or Birth
Weicht
HeIaiit

!I
'I
I

•

•

sates Depattment, TIA

__

,I
I

Card No. IssUed

r•f

•

..

Dab! of 22ild Birthday

tol6r Halt
At

Date

Dp. Date

IIIUtd lly

I
APplication MQst Be Accompanied by $10.00

I
I

'7TRI'

THE AIRLINE WllH THE EXTRA TOUCH OF SERVICE
~---

--

;

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

'CLfP COUPON and mail with membership fee tal

.....I..._
-- -

---

I

1

1

~

1. A Modern 4-Cycle
Engine
2. Oil Tight, Clean
Running

3. Quiet
4. Light and Handy

TTA Youth Fare Identification. Card~, . for
young adults 12 to 22 perm1t unhm1!ed
travel throughout the TTA six state ;ystem
with confirmed reservations a])Y-"d'ay! any
flight, and at ¥3 off the regufar applicable
one-way fare.
A Youth Fare Identification Card,. good for
one v.ear from date of issuance, cos~s .only
$10 and is honored by most other a~rhnes,
apply today!
·
For information call your TTA College Sales ·.

I':I
·---

gv.ie your c.lothes
· Sanitone
Professional caret
. (:c:dl 243-5671

HOLIDAY OR ANY DAY

I

.

Ollan Cassell of the New York
11ffice of the A,A U lid vised the
UNM mentor to ·cancel the meet
. and. not send any money because
of the existing circumstances.

ON.

"

.,.

Lobo Advertisers

CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS
1/3 OFF

ASIA

j

Listen to KUNM

Patronize

....

-- ~ ........ -

- ~
"--~~-....................
~.~--·--

I
I
I
I
I

I

I.
I·
I
I

:
I

- -----J
~:....!!!S.--~--·-·

Hondas what's happening. On campus
and off. Name the scene, you'll find Honda.
Get with it on machines like this perfectly
balanced Honda Super 90. Do a carefree 65 mph
on the highway. Look like you're moving that fast
on campus. Economy? Hondct's dependtt?~e OHC
4-stroke engine delivers up to 160 mpg. lmtlal cost,
upkeep and insurance are ridiculously low. ,
Parking problems? Forget them. Make t~escene
now at any of Honda's 1,800 dealershi!'s. Take ~ ..
scdety.P.emonstration ride. Check what s happerung.
Then let it happen !q..Y0\1· ·

HONDA
Shapes the World of Wheels

. .
. ·.
· 1· 1 p· k up a color brochure and safety pamphlet,
See the "lrwisible Circle" color ftlm at your local ~:n~a dJ~ ~~de~~ Calif. 90247. @1967, AHM.
or write: Ameritan Honda Motor Co? Inc., Dept.C • ox • a
,

·~·
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Gymnasts to Perform
WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, lns~rtions
must be submitted by noon on dllY before
publication to Room 159, Stu~ent Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or

277-4102.

HELP WANTED
3 EVE'S & Sats. Can use 2 undergraduates. Part-time now-Full-time summer,
20 hr. wk .. $48,00. For interview phone
265-6320 Wed. 4 :so to 6 :oo p.m. only
SITUATIONS WANTED
'l'YPING wanted, reasonable rates. Phone
296-4009. 5/3, 4, ~. 8.

FOR SALE
SELL Gas Class 55 Chev 2·dr. sedan, ~75
H.P. 327 pop up pistons dougs headers,
Hydromotive four speed Hydro Pontiac
rear end, 40 Ford front axle mags
silcks bucket seats. ~850.00 or best offer.
Ph. 268·8940. 4/27, 2a : 5/1. a.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2'h'll8'%',
McQueen, Peter Fonda, Brando, Lei!IIY
Bruce, Mao, Fields, Allen Ginsburlr,
Elnlltein, Dylan, R~lling Stones, New.
m11n, Clint Eastwood plus !IIOJ'e, - d
for list, Shipping anywhere In lJ,S,
prepaid. 1 Po&ter $1.75, 2 poatera •a.oo,
a pastel'S $4.25. Madam ButterflY's Gift
Sbop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colol'lldo

Two UNM female gymnastsDeana Lorentzen and Mrs. Bon.
nie Bennett-will perform in the
Pan-American
and
National
AAU championships this week,
but not as representatives of
UNM.
They chose to compete as unattached entries because of lack
of funds and a UNM ruling that
they must be accompanied by a
female chaperone if they were to
represent this university,
Mrs. Bennett's husband, who
was their chaperon a year ago,
volunteered for the duty again
this year but was not accepted.

that the two girls did not need
chaperons as unattached entries
since they are both adults.
The meet begins Thursday and
the women hope to leave today
for the competition. They were
close to raising the required
amount of money Tuesday.
Deana is past All-America
gymnast and a New Mexico
cheerleader and is a junior education major. She won her allAmerica status in 1965 competi-

:By BOB STOREY
The University .administration
and faculty must unite to determine their goals, four panelists
agreed in yesterday's Forum in
the Union Theater.
"We should decide what programs and classes we want to
support and then sit down to
discuss the future," said Dr.
Glen Crosby, professor of chemistry at UNM.
"The Future of UNM"
Crosby was speaking on "The
Future of UNM and its Academic
Community," the topic of discussion at the Forum, a new open
discussion of issues in education
sponsored by a group of students
in the Honors Program.
Crosby, Dr. George Springer,
Dean of the Graduate School;, Dr.
David Varley, c)lairman of the
sociology department; and Assistant English Professor, Paul Davis took part in the two-hour dill·
cussion before an overflow crowd.
"Urban Nature Hurts''
Crosby said that the urban nature of UNM hurts the quality of
education.

T
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HELP ERADICATE LARGE CARS
Call or See Your 10071
Volkswagen Salesman
CARROLL DAVIS

.........
l¥1 McCAULEY
~ \§@[6~~~~@@g[M ~

444SANMATEOSE

PHONE265·si;l!6·

Authori•ed
Sales
and
Service

l'IEW MEXICO'S'FRI~NI:IUEST VW CEAI.Eft

GRADUATING SENIORS
Make arrangements for
your Cap and Gown Rental
SHE LIKES TO GO

APARTMENTS
ROOM AND BOARD for colleae studenf;8.
Co-education11l, freedom and privacy,
w&ll·to·wall ciU'peting, heated awimmlllll:
pool, fi'Ood food, color TV and ltudy
lounges. As low as $29.25 a week; for
room and beard. The College Inn, 8(18
Ash N,E,, 248-2881.
FOR RENT
CAIRD-NORRIS REALTY renf;8:
SPECIAL; Furnished one-room efficien·
ey, utilities Included with bath and
galleY kitchen, al !for $55 including
lltiilties. Private entrance.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom. new
furnishings, efficiency kitchen. All uti!·
itles included.
EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block west
of UNM, 79.50 to 85, all utlllites paid.
Some with imProvements. Furnished,
olf·street parking.
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571, evenings

'Requests .Definition of U.'s Goals·

coach George Gilmore left last
year. There was no provision
help the two women, as he was
busy developing the Western
Athletic Conference Challenge.

The national AA U office told

a New Mexico AAU secretary

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

80220.

tion. Mrs. Bennett is a senior
also majoring in eduaction.
The women have been working
out primarily on their own :>ince
this year for the men's coach to

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
. COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

S~Un~

FIRST, ANO GOlD

NOW
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE IN-PICK THEM UP
AT THE

associated students bookstore

'DIAL 247-4347

l

o. 8.

TYPEWRITER storage during the summer. Insured and bonded. Also type.
writer sales & service1 all makes, with
20% discount quith th1s ad. Froe pickup
& delivery. El & E Typewriter Service,
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0588.
PERSONAL
WBAT would Sigma Cbi Derby Days be
without Ernie's Trophies?
DATE needed for Derb Dayes dance Fri.
9-12 p.m.-call 242·0009.

Western·
for Fiesta

·-

jl

What the David Kadanes did puzzled and puzzles a lot of people. Maybe because the Kadanes weren't anywhere near twenty years old
anymore. Maybe because they gove up two
y(lars' worth of o lot of salary, two years' worth
of a big job as General Counsel for the long
Island lighting Company, two years' worth of a
life they had spent their whole lives building
•.. just fo join the Peace Corps,
But what o lot of people don't realize is
that the Peace Corps isn't just a place for justout-of-college kids with strong arms and heads
and good size hearts, The Peace Corps is a
place for people who wont to do something
and con do something. It's a place for people
who wont to see things and do things firsthand
and dose up. People who want lo give ather
people a chance to get to know and understand their country and themselves as they
really are. People who care about the world
and other people maybe even as much as they
core about themselves.
And,. maybe more than anything, the
Peace Corps is a place far people who, for
some reason, ore willing to give up whatever
they have to give up to do something they feel
they hove to do. And the David Kodancs ore
two of those people.
Write: The Peoce Corps, Washington,

D.C. 20525.

..
;I

..

------------~----

!.•,' ~'!I
'

''Alii know
is one evening, in our
living room, my wife
and I decided it was
agood idea to join
the Peace Corps.
So we did:'

fi>ls
~

PUBliSHED AS A ~UBLIC SERVICE IN
COOPERATION WITH THE ADYtRtiSING COUNCIL

Va,.rley blamed education insufficiencies on lack of the right atmosphere. and Springer said the
problem was lack of money.
"More Time Needed"
"How can we go into any kind
of creative teaching programs
unless we get some more time?"
said Crosby in response to Davis'
proposal for more experimental
teaching.

"It takes a,.bout two years to
revise a chemiatry lab and I just
don't have thl;l time," Crosby said.
Davis agreed that any pro.gram for experimental teaching
and revised courses would have
to include provisions for a reduced teaching load. He said he
would like to see the elimination
of the credit: hour system, required courses for some studies,

and the breakdown of the rigid
departmental divisions.
MulUple Teaching
"I would like to see more than
phere that would shelter the stuone professor in a classroom 11.nd
the teaching of interdisciplinary
courses," he said.
Varley said. that the University
should try to create an atrnos(Continued on page 5)
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$10,000 in Cuts
Made on Budget

842-8280.

FURNISHED .Apts. ,Air conditioned, c:arp~tcd. drapes, 205 Columbia SE. Phone
842·9164.
FURNISHED Room. Available May 1.
Private entrance & bath. $40.00. Walking distance UNM. Call 242-P572 or 2683371. 5/7. 4, 5, 8, 10.
SERVICES
WILL train four men for crop-duating to
Oy own Company Aircraft-Write Gibl!on, 5301·44, Lubboek, TexBB, '19414. No
flying experience necessary. 5/1, 3, 4, 5.
TYPING of mlllluscripts, Experienced,
nccutate. Phone 842·8946, days, 5/3, 4,

"In my classes I J;~ee. students
from the .city's high !lchools !leg•
regated ·illto Uttle · groupe and it
really hurts," he· said. "It's just
like a big high school."
"We have a cafeteria-style university in which the students
come' in and 11ample some of the
courses and· are given a . meal
ticket a·ll a:p ·award .for fi~ishing,''
charged Davis. "We've got to
move the parking areas away and
make it hard for the students to
go home,"
"Problems Not Reeognized"
('The distinction between a liberal education and vocational
training is a real problem and
I'm ~oncerned that it has not been
recognized IIY the administration
and the students," said Varley.
' 1How are we going to live up
to the' purpose of the University
as presented in the front of the
catalogue?'' he asked.
Crosby said lack of time prevents a professor from helping
ltis students get a good education.
Davis said the problem was lack
of preparation and creative teaching,

'I

l'
I '

A $10,000 cut in the Associated
Student's budget has been planned as a result of Tuesday's Senate Finance Committee hearing,
John Thorson, Associated Students President, said last night.
The Action Committee on Human Rights was cut from the bud·
get. The Inter-Religious Council,
the Folk Dance Club, and a category entitled "programming''
were also dropped. In addition,
'823 was. cut from the reserve
fund.
Lack of understanding of the
ASUNl\l budget partially explains
the budget's defeat in the :recent
election, Thorson said last night.
"Most students. are not aware
of exactly what goes into the budget and of what benefits they receive from the funds/' said Thorson.
Many students are not even
aware of the use of their money,
,he said. "There are many cultural
events, such as lectures, poetry
readings, and plays, which the
students can attend free of
charge;'. said Thorson. "'.Oley
don't rea1ize just where the money
goes."
He said that if more students
were made aware of what the
budget entails it would }l8Ve a
better chance for passage.
In reference to the "fringe
group" opposing the budget T~or
son said, "these people are JUSt
trying to agitate questions which
are not at issue.''

The group's members are not
concerned with the actual context of the budget but are only
trying to promote themselves by
stirring up controversy and getting publicity, he said.
The Election committee must
,now decide when the budget will
be put to the students for a vote.

Guests of Mobil

Guide ·for Advisors Adop\:ed

U. Students Tour

Texas Oil Fields

About 35 UNM undergraduate
students and five professors left
Wednesday on a 1,000-mile bus
trip through the oil fields of We~t
Texas to tour some of the oil
industry's most modern opera•
tions as guests of 1\'Iobil Oil Cor•
poration.
The students are enrolled in
engineering courses related to the
petroleum business and the 11ro·
fessors teach one or more courses
in that field. The group is headed
by Dr. T. T. Castonguay, chairman of the chemical engineering
department.
The group will visit thll nrm's
division headquarters in Midla~d,
the giant Pegasus field of Mldland and Upton Counties, and the
Coyanosa field of Pecos County
and return to Albuquerque on
Saturday.

.
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'WESTlmN WEAlt is jn order !or Fies~a '67, coming to UNM

May 9-13. Displaying some typical fas~•'!"'.s that may be see~
lll'Ound campus during ~he annual •festJVJhes are (from lef9.
Leslie Auld, Fiesta fash10n show d1reetor: Joyee Gattas, •ass1s•
tant general chairman; and Mark Epstein, general ~hatr!"an.
Tickets for Fiesta activities are n()W on sale at the Un1on ticket

bootlt•

-
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Guidelines for faculty advisors provide mutuai satisfaction and
to campus organizations were ap- experiences between the group
proved recently in a meeting of and advisor, rather than as an
the Student Affairs Committee in "in loco parentis" responsibility,"
Dean of Students Harold Laven- says the statement.
Duties Outlined
der's office.
The advisor should ..help form
"These guidelines will be submitted in a prepared statement policies of the organization, help
to the advisors and prospective train new officers, and stay inadvisors to campus !)rganizations formed on what the organization
at the beginning of each year," is doing, it continues.
An advisor must be informed
. said Lavender.
"They will hopefullY be used to
.give them ~orne iUa. of their
duties and -what is specifically l'e•
quired of them by the univers1ty,
he said.
Guidelines Developed
The guidelines were drawn up
by the Student Services Person·
nel Division, he said. These people include the Activities Direc•
tor and staff members of the
By ROBERT LIBKIND
Union, the Dean of Students, and
WASHINGTON, D.C., (CPS}
the Dean of Men,
"We tried to make the state- -Many students don't sleep any
ment as general as possible so more. Instead they play bridge,
The popular card game is gainthat it was not a dogmatic :set
ing
favol' among undergraduates
of 1·ules but would still give the
advisor an idea of what he must across the nation. In dormitor;r
lounges to all hours of the morn·
do,'' he said.
.
"The role of the advisor should ing students can be found bidding
be V'iewed as an opportunity to seven-no-trump hands they can·
not possibly make.
Students are known to travel
hundreds of miles to compete in
tournaments. Such is the case of
Larry Cohen and Rich Katz off
the University of Wisconsin.
Current Champs
The pair are the current Na·
tiona!
Intercollegiate Bridge
UNM will ask the state Board Tournament cl:lampions. Their
of Educational Finance for a re- title is up for grabs in May.
hearing on its request for a Ph.D.
Cohen a.nd Katz traveled to
program in philosophy.
Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.~
,,.,. The Regent!! (1£ ~ University to clinch their title against Rich·
Saturfay strongly endol'l'led the ard Dufour and Morrle Freier of
doctoral program artd indicated the University of Minnesota.
they would appear before the
Whim the two teams met in the
BEF at its next meeting to urge
finals
at Bradley, 23-year-old
approval of the request.
Kat~
said,
"I've got to win this
UNM President Tom L. Popetime.
It's
my
last year of eligijoy uid at the meeting that the
He
then
rtanced to op•
bility."
BEF, ._hich last week turned
down the request for the Ph.D, ponent Freier and commented,
p:r:ogram in philosophy, had been "You can play three more times."
Freier, who is 39, had recently
aware for the past three years
returned
to college. But the rules
that the University was planning
state
that
a student has three
to implement such a program.
years
of
eligibility
after the first
Program Is Ready , • .
time
he
~lays,
and
Freier bad
The program was to be Imbatnever
played
in
the
tournament
ed in the early 1970's, Popejoy
before,
(Continued On Page 3)
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_U. Urges Approval
Of Ph.D Progrom

of any correspondence the club
has with the Activities Center or
the Dean of Students and is re-._.
sponsible for the sound financial~ "
Judgment of the organiU~tion.
The statement encourages advisors to help evaluate the. e!f~c
tiveness of the groupts acbv1ties
and to promote and participate
in some of the club's social activities as a participant rather than
a chaperon.

Students ·Sleep?
No-- Play Bridge
Thomas Smith, who defeated
Cohen and Katz in 19!l5 with his~ , .
partner Emil Tobcnfeld o£ Cornell, said there is no way to know
tlte exact number of bridge players on campus.
"A very rough estimate," says
Smith, "would be 10,000 American
Contarct Bridge League (ACBL)
members or Life Masters.'' Life
Master points are given to players who have shown proficiency in
tournament play.
Actual Number Unknown
The actual number of students
who play bridge on campus is
probably at least 100,000, since
few college "bridge addicts'' are
members of the ACBL.
Local tournaments on campus
are growing in popularity since
the rise of campus bridge. ·
"Bridge is more than just a~
game," commented Drew sopho·
more John Love, with a smile,.on
his face; "it's a way of life.''
After Easter recess, LoV'e tried
to get the game out of his system, fearing it takes away too
much time from his studies. "But
I went back. Once bridge is in
your system," he added, "it's
there foreV'er.''
The ACBL recognizes the
growth of campus bridge. ln its
magazine, the Bulletin,· ·there iii
a section devoted to college bridge
which takes sample hands from
tournaments across the n_ation'a ·
campusll!l and discusses them at
length,

